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Politics, Philosophy, Religion and the Pacific Context
Andrew Murray sm
MATS 2017

Introduction
• Conference Theme: “Church and Politics”
• Three lectures:

• Politics, Philosophy, Religion and the Pacific Context

• An Aristotelian Analysis of Political Possibilities

• Church and State or Religion and Political Life

What is Philosophy?
• Socrates: to live the examined life (Apology)
• Plato: enlightenment in contrast to life in the cave (Republic 514A-521B)
• Aristotle: wondering (aporeia) – a basis in leisure (Metaphysics I, 2)
• Examination of our presuppositions – principles (beginnings)
• Making distinctions = displaying differences (Phaedrus 265E)
• An account of how things are and why – saving the appearances
• Its various faces:

• Contemplative
• Imaginative – imagining alternatives
• Contentious – engaging other views

What Do We Think about Politics?
• What goes on among politicians, newspapers, twitter?
• The serious work of politics: amending arrangements
• Political science:

• One of the social sciences
• Political philosophy - ethics

• Aristotle: ‘the most authoritative and directive science’ (Ethics I, 2)
• Prescribes what we are taught
• Covers the disciplines necessary for governing the community
• Determines the good that is to be sought by the community

The Pacific is not Europe
• A globalised world tends to think that things are the same everywhere

• Culture, politics, economics, religion
• An error: American democracy in Iraq!?
• Pacific: the cultures carry importantly different presuppositions
• An important moment – colonial influence; expatriate missionary activity drawing to a close
• What intellectual and moral resources might be found in Pacific cultures to deal with the issues 

that face them?

Presuppositions of the Modern West
Ideas from the 17th that have now permeated Western Culture
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• All is matter; it is quantifiable and amenable to science
• There is no such thing as nature – only what is made
• Society begins with individuals not with families or clans
• The purpose of political life is security and satisfaction of desire
• Most desires are material by nature
• We are free to pursue them limited only by harm to others
• Politics should be free of ethics
• God is either remote (deism) or dead (secularism)
• Carried into other cultures – economic & political power; ‘self-colonisation’

The Modern European State
• Product of history and human intervention:

• Treaty of Westphalia (1648)
• French Revolution (1789-99) and other revolutions
• Collapse of old monarchies and feudal systems
• Industrial revolution of 18th & 19th Centuries
• Emergence of people who thought of themselves as ‘individuals’

• Successes:
• Ability to cope with large populations
• Economic – incentive for and protection of industry
• Freedom to live as you want without harming others
• Peace based on coercive power; yet dreadful wars between countries

The Idea of the Modern State
• Hobbes (1588-1679), Locke (1632-1704) Hegel (1770-1831)
• Begins with solitary individuals in a condition of ‘war of all against all’
• Life is ‘solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short’ (Leviathan 13, 9)
• Seeking peace and comfort they contract to engage a Sovereign of absolute power – bound by 

fear
• State as bearer of power versus Society – abstractions

• Locke: excluded religion and ethics from political community – private matters
• Second meaning of ‘state’: player in the current world system

Dubious Assumptions
• That people can be understood only as individuals and not as members of families, clans and 

tribes
• That life will be good if people can freely satisfy their desires
• That these desires are generally of a material nature
• That perpetual economic growth is necessary
• That radical democracy is the best form of government (equality & liberty)
• That politics can be free of ethical and religious concerns

Attempting to Put the Religious Question
• What is the relationship between church and state?
• How should Christians relate with governing authorities?
• Is it government’s role to encourage human flourishing or just to limit wrong-doing?  In either 

case, what is the church’s role?
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case, what is the church’s role?
• Where does religion fit in the life of a political community?
• What is the relationship of religious authority to political authority?
• Where?
• When?
• In a given situation what can the church say?

Politics and Religion – Anabaptist Tradition
• Small communities – Menonite, Amish, Swiss Brethren
• Reacted strongly to ills of connection of church and empire in late Christendom; accepted 

Augustinian two kingdoms
• Key principles:

• Jesus as example, teacher, redeemer, Lord – extremely ethical people
• A community of believers independent of political authority
• General inclination towards non-violence

• Political standpoint:
• Resist any affiliation between their church and society at large
• The kingdom of God can be achieved in their communities
• ‘Turn the other cheek’ when persecuted but allow country to ‘go on’

Politics and Religion – Lutheran Tradition
• 1517 Theses: theological reaction to church’s emphasis on works for the sake of salvation – it 

comes only by the grace of God
• Key principles

• Sharp distinction between salvation from God and human effort
• Deep interiority of the Christian life of the elect
• The church has no coercive power but only persuasive power

• Political standpoint
• Historical compromise with existing political regimes
• Against activism of the church in politics, but supports lay actors
• We cannot manage history – satisfied with lesser goals

Politics and Religion – Reformed Tradition
• In Calvin, both a religious and a political revolution.  It led to political experiments in Switzerland, 

the Netherlands & the US (Puritans)
• Key principles

• Sanctification of ordinary life – social, economic, political
• Reform of human institutions as ordering of creation
• Recognition of structural sin in human institutions

• Political standpoint
• Government and politics are legitimate and necessary vocations
• Church and government should each be limited in their reach
• Recognise many organisations and churches in society - pluralism

Politics and Religion – Catholic Tradition
• Shocked by the Reformation, revolutions and the Enlightenment – withdrawal from direct 

engagement in the political sphere
• Key principles (Catholic Social Teaching – Rerum Novarum 1891):
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• Dignity of the human person, the common good, social justice
• Principle of subsidiarity – persons, organisations have something  to offer
• Principle of solidarity – determination for the good of each and all

• Political standpoint
• Only revealed religion recognises human origin and destiny (2244)
• The church is not to be confused with the political community (2245)
• Its mission is to pass moral judgement when required (2246)


